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	CSS3, the newest version of the style sheet language of the web, is less
	about creating new effects and more about accomplishing the beautiful
	web design effects you’re familiar with in fantastic new ways—ways
	that are more efficient and produce more usable and flexible results
	than the techniques we’ve been using for the last decade.


	CSS3 is still changing and evolving, as are browsers to support it and
	web designers to figure out how best to use it. CSS3 can create some
	stunningly beautiful and cool effects, as you’ll see throughout this
	book. But if these effects aren’t practical for real-world sites right
	now, what’s the point? In this book, I’ll focus on teaching you the
	cutting-edge CSS techniques that can truly improve your sites and are
	ready to be used in your work right away.


	This book is not an encyclopedia or reference guide to CSS3; it won’t
	teach you every single property, selector, and value that’s new to CSS
	since version 2.1. Instead, it will teach you the most popular, useful,
	and well-supported pieces of CSS3 through a series of practical but
	innovative projects. Each chapter (after Chapter 1) walks you through
	one or more exercises involving the new techniques of CSS3 to produce
	a finished web page or section of a page. You can adapt these
	exercises to your own projects, or use them as inspiration for completely
	different ways to creatively use the new properties, selectors,
	and values you’ve learned.


	In some ways, CSS3 is a new way of thinking as much as a new way of
	developing your pages. It can be hard to think of how to use the new
	border-image property, for instance, when you’ve been making web
	sites for years and aren’t used to having the option of using an image
	for the border of a box. Because of this, I’ve included a list of ideas for
	how to use each CSS3 property, selector, and value I cover, beyond
	just the single way we use it in the exercise. I hope to provide you with
	plenty of inspiration for how to put the CSS3 techniques you’re learning
	to work in your own projects, plus the technical know-how to
	make sure you can use CSS3 comfortably and efficiently.
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Design and Development of Heavy Duty Diesel Engines: A Handbook (Energy, Environment, and Sustainability)Springer, 2019

	
		This book is intended to serve as a comprehensive reference on the design and development of diesel engines. It talks about combustion and gas exchange processes with important references to emissions and fuel consumption and descriptions of the design of various parts of an engine, its coolants and lubricants, and emission control...
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Advanced 3D Game Programming with DirectX 9.0Wordware Publishing, 2003
Designed for programmers who are new to graphics and game programming, this book covers Direct 3D, DirectInput, and DirectSound, as well as artificial intelligence, networking, multithreading, and scene management.

This book was not designed for beginners. I'm not trying to sound arrogant or anything; I'm sure a...
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System Architecture with XMLMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
"The whole world is talking XML, and the ramifications of its universal adoption are only beginning to surface. Whole business models will be affected by it; whole new business interests are being pursued because of it. The software industry itself will be rocked by it more than it cares to admit. This is so because XML brings us into the...
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Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: First LookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle WebLogic 12c is Oracle's number one strategic Application Server—able

	to run on both cloud computing systems and conventional ones. Oracle WebLogic

	12c implements the new Java EE 6 standard and supports Java SE 7, and this book

	will guide you through all the new features, enhancements, and tools inside the

	new...
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2010Sybex, 2010

	A top-selling guide to Exchange Server-now fully updated for Exchange Server 2010.


	Keep your Microsoft messaging system up to date and protected with the very newest version, Exchange Server 2010, and this comprehensive guide. Whether you're upgrading from Exchange Server 2007 SP1 or earlier, installing for the first time, or...
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Python Requests EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to integrate your applications seamlessly with web services using Python Requests


	About This Book

	
		A fast-paced guide that demonstrates the use of Python Requests with the help of examples
	
		Learn web scraping with Beautiful Soup and Python Requests libraries
	...
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